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KL Divergence of Reciprocal Chains
George Stamatescu, Langford B White, Senior Member, IEEE,

Abstract—This letter presents new results on the application
of Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to discrete parameter reciprocal chain (RC) models. The first result is an algorithm
for computing the KL divergence between two RC models with
different dynamics, defined on the same finite state space. This
algorithm is based on the Markov bridge (MB) characterisation
of a RC. The second and third results are derivations of
approximate models by determining the closest dynamics (in the
KL sense) of an inhomogeneous Markov chain (MC) model and
a homogeneous MC model to a given RC model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
1) Reciprocal processes and KL divergence: Reciprocal
processes are a non-causal generalisation of Markov processes
which arose from a problem studied by Schrödinger in 1931,
which we now recount. Suppose a Markov process is observed
have an initial distribution π(0) and, at a later time T , a
distribution π(T ) that differs from what is predicted by the
a priori model of its dynamics. What are the dynamics for
this observed process which are closest in some suitable sense
to the a priori model? In modern terms, this problem is
formulated as a minimisation of the KL divergence between
the two Markov processes [1]-[4]. In his original solution
to the problem, Schrödinger introduced what we now call
reciprocal dynamics, since he correctly deduced that the
Markov process with the marginals π(0) and π(T ) must
have the same two-sided non-causal dynamics as the a priori
process in order to minimise the KL divergence. Thus there
is a long history of applications involving KL divergence and
Markovian reciprocal processes. In this letter, we instead apply
the concepts of entropy and KL divergence to non-Markovian
reciprocal processes, which to our knowledge, is the first such
attempt.
2) RC background : Recently, finite state reciprocal processes, which we shall call reciprocal chains (RC), have been
of interest (e.g. [5]-[8]). A significant advance, which is also of
considerable practical importance, was made in [6] where the
characterisation of a RC in terms of a finite number of Markov
bridges (MB) was given. In [6], this formulation allowed the
derivation of optimal smoothers for RC measured in noise. An
important application of RC is target tracking (e.g. [5], [7]),
where the “intent” of a target to move between a given origin
and a destination can be better modelled than with Markov
chain (MC) based models. The RC based target motion model
was generalised in [9] to include “waypoints”.
3) Information theory background: There is a long history
of studying the information theoretic properties of MC models
[10]. The main applications are essentially asymptotic (for
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large sequence lengths) and fundamental to these studies is
the idea of the entropy rate of a MC model, first presented
in [13]. For details on the history and applications of entropy
or KL divergence to MC models see [10]. Since RC models are inherently of finite (and specified) length sequences,
asymptotic aspects of information theoretic concepts such as
entropy and KL divergence are not relevant here. However,
we can use these concepts to advance the understanding of
RC models vis à vis MC models both from a theoretical and
practical viewpoint.
4) Contributions: Apart from providing a computationally
efficient algorithm for evaluating the KL divergence between
two RC models, we can also use the underlying formulation
to derive analytical formulae for the best approximating MC
models (inhomogeneous and homogeneous) to a given RC
model. In this letter we only consider models defined on the
same finite state space. This essentially means that the processes concerned have the same number of states. However we
note that in the context of MC, the problem of approximating a
MC by another defined on a smaller state space, the so-called
state reduction problem, has been well studied (e.g. [11], [12]).
The techniques developed therein should also be relevant to
RC state reduction, using the results presented in this note.
The layout of the letter is as follows : In sec. II we
review the form of an RC model and briefly describe the
MB characterisation. Further details are provided in [6]. In
sec. III we derive the analytical formulae for the entropy and
KL divergence for RC models, describe the algorithms for
computing these quantities and conclude with a discussion of
the potential applications. Section V considers the problems
of approximating a given RC model by (i) an inhomogeneous
MC model, and (ii) a homogeneous MC model.
II. R ECIPROCAL C HAIN M ODELS
Consider a random process X = {xt : t = 0, 1, . . . , T } with
T ≥ 2, taking values in a finite set S of cardinality N ≥ 2,
which can be taken to be, without loss of generality, S =
{1, . . . , N }. Then X is said to be as reciprocal chain (RC) if
P {xt |xs , ∀ s 6= t} = P {xt |xt−1 , xt+1 } ,

(1)

for each t = 1, . . . , T − 1. All Markov chains (MC) are
reciprocal, but a RC is not, in general, a MC [14]. A RC
is completely specified by its set of three-point transition
functions (1) and a joint distribution over its endpoints,
P {x0 = i, xT = j} = Π0T (i, j),

i, j ∈ S .

(2)

In [6], a characterisation for a RC was given in terms of
a set of Markov bridges (MB). A MB is a Markov process
conditioned on the value of its final state xT . More specifically,
in the finite (N ) state case, a RC can be viewed equivalently as
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N Markov bridges, each corresponding to one of the possible
final states taken by xt . This result allows the realisation
of RCs and has enabled the development of estimation and
detection algorithms. We use this result again in the present
paper since it allows us to express the joint distribution of the
states of a RC in a simplified manner, which is directly relevant
to calculating entropy and KL divergence. Using direct Bayes’
conditioning and the reciprocal property (1) we have,
!
TY
−1
P {x0 , . . . , xT } = P {x1 , xT }
P {xt |xt−1 , xT }
(3)
t=2

This expression is equivalent to the chain rule for MC, but with
the terms inside the product in (3) being the state transitions
for a MB ending at xT . The relationship between reciprocal
processes and MB was studied in more general problems (not
specifically discrete parameter and state) by Jamison in [14],
where he also considered reciprocal processes constructed
from Markov transitions of a process {zt }. Specifically, for
transition probabilities P {zt+1 = j|zt = i} = Aij (t) that are
non-negative and sum to one, there are RC with three point
transitions (1), for t = 0, . . . , T − 1, given by
Aij (t − 1)Ajk (t)
.
P {xt = j|xt−1 = i, xt+1 = k} = P
` Ai,` (t − 1)A`,k (t)
We call a Markov chain {zt } with transitions given by
{Aij (t)} and initial distribution P {z0 }, the base process. The
method for determining the transitions of a MB ending in a
state xT = k, given the transitions Aij (t), is given by
k
Bij
(t) =

Aij (t)Fjk (t + 1, T )
,
Fik (t, T )

provided the support of p(x) is contained in the support of
q(x), i.e. there is no x ∈ S for which p(x) 6= 0 and q(x) = 0.
Thus the KLD (5) is then finite. If the support of p(x) is not
contained in the support of (q(x), then (5) is defined to be
+∞. The KLD is a measure of how close two probability
distributions are, although it is not a metric in the usual sense
[10].

IV. E NTROPY AND KL DIVERGENCE FOR RC S
Extending the definitions of entropy and KLD to random
processes on finite intervals is straightforward, the difference
being that the distributions p(x) and q(x) are now over a
collection of random variables, defined on the same state
space, namely the values taken by all possible state sequences
T +1
{x0 , ..., xT } ∈ {1, ..., N }
. Thus if we are interested in
evaluating the entropy or KL divergence of a process on a
fixed length interval taking values on even a small state space,
we require a more efficient alternative to total enumeration.

A. Entropy of a RC
Let X = {x0 , . . . , xT } be a RC with known joint endpoint
k
distrbution Π0T and MB transition matrices Bij
(t) as defined
in sec. II, and let p(X ) be the joint probability distribution of
the process. The entropy for an RC is given by
X
HX = −
p(X ) log p(X )
X

(4)
=−

where for t < s, we define
Fij (t, s) = P {zs = j|zt = i} = A(t) . . . A(s − 1)

X

p(x0 , xT )

TY
−1

X


ij

.

Thus we can construct and realise RC from MB given a set of
Markov transitions. Note also that the MB transitions need not
be derived from a base process, they may also be constructed
from arbitrary three-point transition functions (1), as described
in [6].

× log p(x0 , xT )


p(xs |xs−1 , xT )

s=1

=−

+
III. E NTROPY AND KL D IVERGENCE
The entropy of a discrete random variable X taking values
in some finite set S, with probability mass function p(x) =
P {X = x}, is defined to be
X
HX = −
p(x) log p(x)

p(xt |xt−1 , xT )

t=1
TY
−1

X
X
TY
−1

p(x0 , xT )

 TY
−1

p(xt |xt−1 , xt ) log p(x0 , xt )

t=1

p(xt |xt−1 , xT )

t=1

T
−1
X


log p(xs |xs−1 , xT )

s=1

X

= H0,T +

p(x0 , xT )H1|0,T

x0 ,xT

+

X

p(x0 , xT )

x0 ,xT

T
−1
X

X

p(xt−1 |x0 , xT )Ht|t−1,T

t=2 xt−1

x∈S

We adopt the definition that 0×log(0) = 0, in the case p(x) =
0. This is the definition of entropy first given by Shannon [13],
for historical details see [10]. KL divergence, also known as
the relative entropy, is a measure of the distance between two
distributions. For two probability mass functions p(x) and q(x)
that are defined on the same alphabet S, the KL divergence
(KLD) is defined as in [10],
X
p(x)
D(p||q) =
p(x) log
,
(5)
q(x)
x∈S

In the above derivation we have used, in the following order,
the MB characterisation of the RC joint distribution (3),
properties of the logarithm, the law of total probability and
properties of Markov chains. Note also that we have defined

H0,T = −

X

p(x0 , xT ) log p(x0 , xT )

x0 ,xT

Ht|t−1,T = −

X
xt

p(xt |xt−1 , xT ) log p(xt |xt−1 , xT ).
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B. KL Divergence between two RCs
Now let us consider two RCs defined as above on the same
state space, with joint endpoint distributions Π1 , Π2 and two
k
k
sets of different MB transition matrices Bij
(t; 1) and Bij
(t; 2).
Let p1 (X ) and p2 (X ) be the joint probability distributions of
each process, then the KLD between the two RCs is given by
D(p1 kp2 ) = D0,T (p1 kp2 )

X
+
p1 (x0 , xT ) D1|0,T (p1 kp2 )
x0 ,xT

+

T
−2 X
X


p1 (xt−1 |x0 , xT )Dt|t−1,T (p1 kp2 )

(6)

V. M ARKOV A PPROXIMATIONS TO RC M ODELS
In this section we derive the exact analytical expressions
for the MC which best approximates a non-Markov RC, in
terms of minimising the KLD between the joint probability
distributions of the processes. Henceforth when we refer to
the ‘closest’ Markov approximation we mean in KL sense.
The first result is an expression for the closest timeinhomogeneous MC approximation to an RC, meaning the
transition probabilities are time dependent. Following this
we present the expression for the closest homogeneous MC
approximation to an RC, which has a nice interpretation as a
time average of the closest inhomogeneous MC. .

t=1 xt−1

where we have defined
X
p1 (x0 , xT )
D0,T (p1 kp2 ) = −
p1 (x0 , xT ) log
p2 (x0 , xT )
x0 ,xT
X
p1 (xt |xt−1 , xT )
Dt|t−1,T (p1 kp2 ) = −
p1 (xt |xt−1 , xT ) log
p2 (xt |xt−1 , xT )
x

A. Inhomogeneous MC Approximation
Now let us consider the KL divergence between an RC with
joint distribution p(x0 , . . . xT ) and a stationary MC with joint
distribution q(x0 , . . . xT ).

t

The derivation follows the same procedure as for the entropy
derivation, with only the terms inside the logarithm changing.
The algorithm (6) is of complexity O(N 3 T ), since the terms
Dt|t−1,T (p1 kp2 ) can be precomputed also in O(N 3 T ).
C. Discussion
As stated in the introduction, the notion of a reciprocal
three-point transition (1) arose as part of the solution to
Schrödinger’s original problem. It is known that in this case the
KLD between any two Markov processes on a finite interval
with the same three point dynamics (1), reduces to the KLD
between their endpoint distributions. This is true for nonMarkov RCs as well.
A special case worth consideration is the KLD between
an RC and its base process. If we consider p2 in expression
(6) to represent the base process of the RC process p1 ,
the expression reduces to the KLD between the endpoint
distributions p1 (x0 , xT ) and p2 (x0 , xT ), since both processes
have the same internal dynamics, or three-point transitions (see
e.g. [1]). As the KLD provides a measure of the difference
between the dynamics of both processes, it may be suitable
for studying whether there is a benefit in using the higher
complexity reciprocal model when the base process is known.
This was the case in [5], where partially observed sequences
of an RC model were used to represent target trajectories
hidden in noise and targets were tracked using both the RC
and base process models. The KLD between two RC provides
an alternative indicator of tracking performance between the
competing models, compared to the empricial method used in
[5].
As discussed in the introduction, the problem of state reduction via an information-theoretic approach has been studied in
the MC case (e.g. [11], [12]). This problem is of interest in
the RC case, especially since state estimation algorithms for
hidden RC of higher computational complexity than standard
hidden MC estimators; O(N 3 T ) compared with O(N 2 T ). The
KLD algorithm for RC is a step towards an algorithm for state
reduction.

D(pkq) =
=

X
X
X

p(X ) log

p(X )
q(X )

p(X ) log p(X ) −

X

X

p(X ) log q(X )

X

The first term is simply the entropy of the RC as before, so all
that remains is to calculate the cross entropy term. While the
MB characterisation can also be used for a MC, we simply
use the standard chain rule for Markov chains. Thus we obtain
for the cross entropy term
X
HXp,q = −
p(X ) log q(X )
=−

X
X

p(x0 , xT ) log q(x0 )

x0 ,xT

+

X

X
p(x0 , xT )
p(x1 |x0 , xT ) log q(x1 |x0 )

x0 ,xT

+

x1

T
−2X
X

p(xt |x0 , xT )

t=1 xt

+

X

X

p(xt+1 |xt , xT ) log q(xt+1 |xt )

xt+1


p(xT −1 |x0 , xT ) log q(xT |xT −1 )

(7)

xT −1

We now formulate the Lagrangian to minimise this divergence
with respect to the transitions of q(x0 , . . . , xt ), which we
denote as Mij (t). The constraint is simply that the Mij (t) =
q(xt+1 = j|xt = i) be valid Markov transitions, that is, that
the probabilities are non-negative and sum to one.
X
X
L = D(pkq) +
λm,t (
Mm,n (t) − 1).
m,t

n=1

Then
∂HXp,q
∂L
=
+ λi,t
∂Mij (t)
∂Mij (t)
From (7)
∂ log q(xt+1 = j|xt = i)
∂ log Mij (t)
1
=
=
∂Mij (t)
∂Mij (t)
Mij (t)
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Then, for 0 < t < T − 1, the cross entropy term in the Again setting the partial derivatives of the Lagrangian to zero,
minimisation step becomes
we have that
PT −1
p,q
X
∂HX
1
p(xt+1 = j|xt = i)p(xt = i)
=−
p(x0 , xT )p(xit |x0 , xT )p(xjt+1 |xit , xT )
Aij = t=0
,
∂Mij (t)
M
(t)
λi
ij
x0 ,xT
X
1 X
and by evaluating the constraint, we have
=−
p(xjt+1 |xit , xT )
p(xit , x0 , xT )
Mij (t) x
T
−1
x0
X
T
X
λ
=
p(xt = i),
1
i
p(xjt+1 |xit , xT )p(xit , xT )
=−
t=0
Mij (t) x
T
so we find that the Lagrange multipliers λi are a time-average
1
p(xjt+1 |xit )p(xit )
=−
of the marginals of state i. Explicitly,
Mij (t)
T
−1
X
p(xt = i)
Where we have used the notation xit to denote xt = i for
(9)
Aij =
p(xt+1 = j|xt = i) PT −1
shorthand. We obtain the same expressions for Mij (t) at t = 0
t=0
s=0 p(xs = i)
and t = T −1. Setting the partial derivatives of the Lagrangian
This result builds nicely on the previous result, since the homoto zero, we have that
geneous transitions probabilities are clearly a time average of
p(xt+1 = j|xt = i)p(xt = i)
the inhomogeneous transition probabilities p(xt + 1 = j|xt =
Mij (t) =
λi,t
i), weighted by a time average of the probability of being in
state xt = i.
and by enforcing the constraint,
In summary, we have derived analytic expressions for lower
λi,t = p(xt = i)
complexity MC model approximations for an RC, based on a
minimisation of the KLD. Possible applications arising from
Therefore we find that
these results are mentioned in the following section.
Mij (t) = p(xt+1 = j|xt = i),
(8)
which are the two point transitions of the RC, a result which
makes intuitive sense. In the special case of a RC constructed
with an endpoint distribution resulting in the process being
Markov, then the derived expression will be its usual Markov
transitions, meaning the divergence will be equal to zero.
B. Homogeneous MC Approximation
If we now consider the case of finding a homogeneous
approximation to any RC, we can extend the analysis from
above as follows. In this case Mij (t) = Aij , ∀ t, and with
corresponding constraints on Aij , the Lagrangian is now
L = D(pkq) +

X
m

λm (

X

Am,n − 1)

n=1

If we again take partial derivatives, and note that once more
we are minimising only the cross entropy terms,
P
P
∂L
∂D(pkq) ∂ m λm ( n=1 Am,n − 1)
=
+
∂Aij
∂Aij
∂Aij
T
−1
X
X
1
=−
p(x0 , xT )
p(xit |x0 , xT )p(xjt+1 |xit , xT )
A
ij
x0 ,xT
t=1
X
1
+ λi
+
p(xi0 , xT )p(xj1 |xi0 , xT )
Aij
x
T

T −1
1 X
=−
p(xjt+1 |xit )p(xit ) + p(xj1 |xi0 )p(xi0 ) + λi
Aij t=1

=−

T −1
1 X
p(xjt+1 |xit )p(xit ) + λi
Aij t=0

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This letter has presented an efficient algorithm for the
computation of Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between
reciprocal chains (RC), including both Markov and nonMarkov chains. The algorithm is of O(N 3 T ) complexity.
Analytical expressions have been derived for Markov chain
(MC) approximations to an RC via a minimisation of the
KLD between the RC model and its MC approximation, both
inhomogeneous and homogeneous.
Applications for state space reduction and improved modelling of targets using the KLD algorithm and associated
information theoretic concepts have been proposed and merit
further investigation. Important applications arising from the
MC model approximations of RC are lower complexity suboptimal estimation for hidden reciprocal chains (HRC). As
mentioned, the optimal HRC estimators are of O(N 3 T ) complexity, where as a HMC filter is of O(N 2 T ).
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